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Abstract - cashew is an important tropical perennial tree crop and is a major
export crop in terms of foreign exchange earnings in the countries like BraLil,
India and vietnam. cashew is a multipurpose tree crop from which almostall parts are used, the nut is to be ctnsidered as the most valuable and
commercialized product of all. Cashew production and tech-innovative
cashew products exportation can be affected by the uuriutiiity of climatic
changes and climatic factors. This study aimed Lt anatyziigthe variation of
the.cashew yield of internationaly oriented cashew rsnrE", on temperature
and rainfall variation in puttalam District of sri Lanka. Rerevant theories
and empirical reviews pertaining to the study was referred in order to grasp
?yitlibl: howledge. In puttalam District of Sri Lanka, totally, there are
16000 Hectares of cashew prantation is existed (sri ;;" cashewcorporation,2078). In this study, it aimed a total or t+oo.ot Hectares
belonging to small and medium siale internationally driven technopreneurs.
Simple random sampling method was utilized for data collection. This
research study has collected g years data in relation to the cashew yield,
rainfall and temperafure. For the data analysis, used a time series analysis
plus a regression analysis. Results revealed, the increment in annual rainfail
leads to drop the annual cashew yield where decrease in annual rainfall leadsto increase the annual cashew yield (Negative Relationship). The
temperature variation does not materially impact upon cashew yiel^d except
the extreme increment or decrease in temperafure. But temperature carries apositive relationship with the annual .urh.* yield. As faias the effects of
1a11fall 

and temperature on variation of the caslew yield, the rainfall effected
0.776 where temperature effected only 0.343 on tL" cashew yietd over theconcerned time duration in internationally ori.ni"o cashew
TSMEs.Moreover it is highly recommended to rectnsider the both given
climatic factors by the entire internationally oriented cashew TSMEs with .

adequate up to date.-technologically improved machinery, tools and
equipment, storage facilities for bitter international market p"if,or-un...
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